120	EAST AGAIN
and cultivated fields.   Groups of Nagn tribesmen, many of them
carrying spears, were passed—a good naturcd swaggering lot
talking volubly and much given to laughter, which may perhaps
have been a little owing to the fact that it was another feast day
and that native beer was plentiful   At Mao, a village boasting
a Dak Bungalow, 6,000 feet above the sea, I stopped for lunch.
The road from Dinapur to Imphal is run on the one-way traffic
system and at Mao it all meets and passes.   Many lorries, full of
merchandise and native passengers were already there, waiting
for the traffic from Imphal,   At midday the gates are closed and
all vehicles on both sections that have not reached this half-way
village are held up,  The northern part of the road which has been
open to traffic going south from early morning now received the
northward-going flow while the lorries from the north proceed
on their way over the southern section.    Circulation is thus
rendered easy and safe.   The amount of motor traffic, consisting
entirely of merchandise-carrying lorries, is surprising until one
remembers that this is the one and only road that penetrates
Manipur State from the outside world and that all its trade,
except a little carried by pony caravan or coolie borne, must take
this route.   The meeting of the north and south-going traffic at
Mao adds life and movement to the place and for an hour or so
before midday the lorries arrive from both directions,   At the
appointed hour the gates are opened and the long string of traffic
continues its way*  Near Mao the end of the valley is reached and
the watershed crossed.  The streams flow south instead of north
and the road descends again to lower altitudes.   Ahead lies the
plain of Manipur, a dead level broken by sudden hills and out-
crops, but elsewhere cultivated*   Here and there are enclosed
orchards and gardens and, scattered over the plains, great
solitary forest trees.   The horizon is broken by faint blue hills.
The road widens and becomes an avenue*   Bungalows appear
amongst their sheltering groves of trees and in all the glory of a
box-seat on the scarlet postal-van I arrived at the Residency,

